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Ruble Outlook – Medium Term
Low crude prices to keep pressure
Russia’ss central bank has kept rates at 10.5%
after a rate cut last month which was done after
almost one year. Any further cut at this moment
may lead to risk of inflation rising above the
target.

• Crude expected to remain
depressed
• Europe growth fragile
• BREXIT
EXIT contagion
• China slowing down

This action also indicated independence of
central bank as Putin had expressed con
concerns
over strengthening ruble in time
times of oil prices
declining and there was pressure
re on central bank for rate cut
cut. But no
o rate cut was logical as
inflation is still above 7%, budget policies are uncertain, and ruble is weakening.
After
fter a 20% crash in 2015 against dollar
dollar, ruble is this year up more than 10%.
10% With economy
near ending of recession, Bank of Russia is again focusing on inflation control. Inflation jumped
in June as the nominal wagess rose faster than prices. Inflationary expectations increased for the
first time since January this year. The last few weeks have seen cautious approach by
government over inflation as household incomes rebounded after having been hit for two years
by economic crisis. Policy makers will watch inflation as the key factor for deciding
deci
rates.
Expectations of rate
te cut will be negative for ruble.
In contrast to domestic inflation, oil price decline is a bearish factor for ruble
uble as persistent low
oil prices would dent export income unless ruble depreciates further. There are several reasons
for continued low oil prices – fragile Europe growth, China slowing down, supply threat from
shale oil, and Brexit contagion causing weak growth in EU
EU. This scenario is not favorable for
ruble appreciating.
It was expected by several experts that Russia would see start of a rate cutting cycle and there
would be a second rate cut is July, but now they are losing hope as inflation keeps creeping up.
It has already reached near double the expected level of 4%.

Technical View and System Signals
For RUBINR, 1.05 is a crucial 161.8% Fibonacci resistance in medium term. The Gann fan
fa is
indicating a strong support near 0.
0.90-0.93.. On weekly chart, RUBINR is in a technical downtrend
making lower lows and lower highs. If next low is above 0.79 (the previous low made in January
this year), there may be chances of a trend reversal
reversal, and Gann support indicates a higher
probability of a higher low,, but it may take several months
months.
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Out Trend Algorithm is indicating a medium term down trend beginning this July and may last
for next 6-8 months.
Weekly RUBINR chart

Hedging RUBINR
Ruble would be overbought near 1.01 – 1.05 range. Best strategy would be to short hedge near
these levels for medium term (say six month
months) in case of Indian exporters. Importers
porters need not
hedge now and should wait till downtrend ends, which may take six
six-eight
eight months.
months

Disclaimer:
Kindly read the Risk Disclosure Documents carefully before investing in Equity Shares, Derivatives or other instruments traded on
the Stock Exchanges. RR would include RR Financial Consultants Ltd. and its subsidiaries, group companies, employees and
affiliates. The information contained herein is strictly confidential and meant solely for the selected recipient and may not
n be altered
in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person or to the media or reproduced in any form,
without prior written consent of RR. The information contained herein is obtained from public sources and sources
s
believed to be
reliable, but independent verification has not been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. RR or their employees
employee
may have or may not have an outstanding buy or sell position or holding or interest in the products mention
mentioned
ed herein. The contents
and the information herein is solely for informational purpose and may not be used or considered as an offer document or
solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other financial and insurance products and instruments. Nothing in this
report constitutes investment, legal, accounting and/or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable
sui
or
appropriate to recipients specific circumstances. The securities and products discussed and o
opinions
pinions expressed in this report may
not be suitable for all investors, who must make their own investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial
fi
positions and needs. Please note that fixed deposits, bonds, debentures are loans/lend
loans/lending
ing instruments and the investor must satisfy
himself/herself on the financial health of the company/bank/institution before making any investment. RR and/or its affiliates
affiliate take no
guarantee of soundness of any company or scheme. RR has/will make available all required information to the prospective investor
if asked for in respect of any scheme/fixed deposit/bond/loan/debenture. RR is only acting as a broker/distributor and is not
representing any company in any manner except to distribute its schemes. Mut
Mutual
ual Fund Investments are subject to market risks,
read the offer document carefully before investing. Any recipient herein may not take the content in substitution for the exercise
exe
of
independent judgment. The recipient should independently evaluate the in
investment
vestment risks of any scheme of a mutual fund. RR and
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its affiliates accept no liability for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of any information contained herein.
her
Past
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Actua
Actuall results may differ materially from those set forth in projections.
RR may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the information presented in this
report. The information herein is not directed or intende
intended
d for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or
resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability
availabil or use would
be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject RR and its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction. The securities and products described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain
cer
category
of investors. Persons in
n whose possession this document may come are required to inform them of and to observe such
restriction(s). The display, description or references to any products, services, publications or links herein shall not constitute
cons
an
endorsement by RR. Insurance is a subject matter of solicitation. Kindly also note all the risk disclosure documents carefully before
investing in Equity Shares, IPO’s, Mutual Fund Schemes, Insurance Schemes, Fixed Deposit schemes, Debt offers, Hybrid
Instruments,
or other instruments
nts traded on Stock Exchanges or otherwise. Prospective investors can get all details and
information from the sites of SEBI, IRDA, AMFI or respective Mutual Fund Companies, Insurance Companies, Rating Agencies,
Stock Exchanges and individual corporate web
websites.
sites. Prospective investors are advised to fully satisfy themselves before making
any investment decision
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